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The challenge contained in the title of this book, 

which holds that the communist ideal characterizes both 

Hegel and Marx, is further stressed in the very first 

paragraph of the Introduction to the whole wor~. There 

Professor MacGregor holds that Hegel's Philosophy of Right 

•parallels" the theory of Marx •and throws even greater 

light on our contemporary situation than the richly textured 

analysis of Capital." (p.3) He comes to this conclusion 

without grapPling with, or even mentioning, Marx's detailed, 

paragraph by paragraph, Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of 

RiGt. 

Instead, MacGregor reinforces his own view of Jl&rall~~~s~,· 
between. Hegel and Marx with his claim, this time in the 

Introduction to the first chapter, that• '-•Hegel's use of 

the dialectic is identical with that of Marx.• (p. 11) 

Now that MacGregor has turned the parallelism into full 

identity, he further extends his analysis to political and 
.--·1-

. social. fields. It seems that nothing deters him froia the 

concept of parallelism, even when he concedes that• · •Por 

Marx freedom or rationality is identical with communism 

and is ultimately reached through development of the con

sciousness of the proletariat and the overthrow of priva~~ 
property and social classes.• (p. 27) 

... ··-~---~ ... 

· .. · . 
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Quite the contrary, Not only does he there repeat 

the claim that "Marx's vision of communism also animates 

Hagel's social and political theory,• but, in the last 

chapter of his work, MacGregor explains that Hegel developed 

•a profound critique of bourgeois private property, eco

nomic crises, and imperialism, which anticipates and, in 

aome cases, goes beyond Marx,• (p, 239) 

In that final Chapter 8 (pp, 236 to 259) Pro• 

tessor MacGregor gathers all the threads ot his 312 page 

work.(whether the subject matter was Religion and Theology 

or ·Alienation and Kant, or even the modern world ot Capi

taliiiJI and Imperialism and what he calls "The External 

sC)l)ietY are "'1dentical •• The rest of this review will, 

therefore, focus on that last Chapter 8, 

Although, tor this 23 page chapter, "Dialectic.and 

the Rational State,• Professor MacGregor has 132 footnotes, 

'th•Y hardly add up to a rigorous analysis ot Hegel"s dialaoti~,, · 

His oonoept ot Hegel's dialeo.ic method specifies that a 

· •'fher~ are .three aspects or momenta ot dialectic method,•. 

· (p, 241) Hs calls the first moment •recognition,• but w.h&t 

. he. quotes from Hegel 1s not trom any first stage ot oo_n.; · · · . - . . . : . 
· . ao1oueess or logic 1 but troll Hegel's oUu.otio, · final 

chapter in sqiengt of Locic, "The Absolute Idea• i · Hllre 

··, ·._ 
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! is the first sentence from Hegel which MacGregor abbre

viated• •From this .course the method has emerged as the 

salt-knowing Notion that haS itself, as the absolute, 

both subjective and objective, for ita subject matter, 

·I consequently as the pure correspondence of the Notion 

I · t i 
.L·--------·· and its reality, as a concrete existence that is he Not on 

itself.• (p.826, A.V. Miller translation) Insofar as 

tracing arid detailing what Hegel was developing of the 

dialectic in the Absolute, the textual dialectic simply 

tails to materialize. Instead, MacGregor turns to Hegel's 

Introduction in the Science of Logic where Hegel says' 

•the method is the consciousness of the form of tha inner ->'• 

salt-movement of the content of logic, • (P.~SH MacGregor, 

don•t see that what Hegel is doing is contrasting what 

dialectic method is in the Lqgic and in Phenomenolog:jr. 

For what MacGregor calls the •second aspect of 

dialectic method,• naming it •method proper,• he again 

· close not .follow Hegel on the dialectic in the Doctrine of 

the Notion, but this time tUz:ons to 
. . a reference to 

lftctclopedia, footnoting/paragraph 
the ·Introduction ot the ·. 

12, but not quotirig it .. 
·'hat· parag&ph 12 begins with a olear specification of ita · . ' . ' 

abject aatteri •The first beginnings of philosophy ~~e :fli.om 
. . . . .. - . 

thes'e cravings of thought. It takes its departure f):oom 

hperienceo •• • This is nowhere near what the cl1alact1c 

I 
i 
I 
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is in the Absolute Idea. 

MacGregor.considers ~exposition• to be the "third 

moment of the dialectic.• He devotes the last section of 

his final chapter (which he entitles •Dialectical Exposition 

and the Rational State") to this. The one time he returns 

to quote Hegel on the dialectic as he develops it in the 

Absolute Idea as •the individual, the concrete, the ·subject, • 

he not only disregards Hegel's warning against "the impatience 

that insists mere1Y on getting beyond the determinate,• but 

turns to Hegel's PhilosophY of Right and wi:th' that turns: ,., · 

i&ainst Marxa •But the rational society Hegel envisions has 

n~thing .to do with the abstraction of the •withering away 
. : ~::..:.:.~~~.-_·:.: :;_'_.:..:.:~·:__; 

· of the state. • • (p. 254) 

It becomes imperative to establish unaabi:guo~ii~-- i.e.,· 

,,, ooncretely -- that, far from the 

-tate• being a mere abstraction, 

•withering away of the 
was 

it : t the actuali ~ ot 

•; ,,--. 

the Paris Coilllllune that showed Marx the workers ha_d created · ., 

a non-state form of workers' rule, Just as MacGregor makes. 

no r'lference to Marx' a Critique of the Philoaophx of Right, 

. ao th!lre is no refer!lnoe to the existence of the Paris 
. :: ·:·· 

Coillaune, What does exist for MacGregor is the non-exiatanoe .. 

o:t:"Hegel's rational state." This is exactly why he could 

· not sraap Marx' • adherence to the Hegelian dialectic 
. - '. . ' 

thrOUBhoUt his life and, at tb• S!ll tiUo Marx's tran~ 

foraation of tha revolution Hegel wrought in philO!OPbY 

into Marx's philosophy qt reyplution, 
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Is it because MacGregor adheres more rigorously to 

Hegel? Far from it. As we showed, MacGregor no sooner 

touches the Hegelian dialectic at its highest point in the 

Absolute Idea than he runs away from the Absolute Method, 

Raya DunayevsJcaYa 
April 12, 1985 
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Pear Chris Huxley a 

Here ie my review ot David MaoGregor'a book. It 

gave me a great many more headaches than.I expected, 
' ' . . 

because. I love the two subjects -- Hegel and Marx -- eo 

much that ·I though'!; the study would be a serious one .• 

But he.lleandered all over the place, .... ~ ; ,., ·.· ' ' . . 



Tiie'· &iam:mist Ideal in Kestel and Marx by David MacGregor. Toronto: University 
· of .Toioni:o Preas, 1984. 

·aeviewed by Raya Dunayevskaya, Chicago, Illinois 

Professor MacGregor holds that Hegel's Philosophy of Right ''parallels" the theory 

of Marx and "throws even greater light on our contemporary situation than the richly 

textured analysis .of Capital."(p. 3) He comes to this conclusion without grappling 

with, or even mentioning, Marx's detailed, paragraph by paragraph, Critique of 

· ,. .. :Hegel's Philosophy of Right. Thus Professor MacGregor's very first paragraph of 

the Introduction to the whole wa<k stresses the challenge contained in the title 

.. 
reinforces his own view of parallelism between Hegel a.nd: MIJir: x wUb 

the Introduction to the first chapter, that: 
;,f.~~c;'S;{"-'-"· #·c-.· i'''~·"' ;.;.,-

full, identity, be further .extends his 

fields. It seems that noth:i.ng deters the·. profess()r 

p_a,;:allelislll, even when he concedes that: ·. ''F •. .c 

communism and is ultilllately reached through 

~f{c:o~lileio'llBI~IOIIB of. the proletariat and, the overthrow of private property 

~ot only does he ther~repeat th~ claim 

,:.,c;f·'.cicilillllll~n:Lslli also an:l.miltea Hegel' a soci&l and political theory," but/ 

,. ,. 

ofbis work, MacG_regor explains thai: Hegel deve'oped "a pr~~!O,i#i[~;;;::·~ii 

~~~~f~b,,~u•~giiOi.a,pr:l.viate· property, ec~om:Lc criaes, and. :f.lllpe~~iliU.'sm,,:,C,;hi~!1E~$:i~i 

:Lna0111e cases, goea beyond Marx."(p. 239) 
' ,,-_ . - ·~ . 

.. f 
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be;yond Marx" even in the critique of private property that he devotes the whole 

of "that final chapter B(pp. 236-259) to gathering all the threads of his 312-page 

work (whether the subject matter was Religion and Theology or Alienation and Kant, 

or even the modern world of Capitalism and Imperialism and what he calls '~e 

External capitalist State"), for the purpose of reinforcing his view that Hegel's 

vis.ion and Marx's vision oil a classless society are "identical. 11 

Although, for this 23-page chapter, · ,;''Dialectic and the Rational State, 11 

lrofessor MacGregor has 132 footnotes, they hardly add up to a rigorous analysis 

or. niOments of 'd.islectic method."(p. 241) Be calls. 

~~~~~~oo~·~'''•";'.liii~;~~~t"ile''qu6itia '£r01Diles~i···is·'noi:"fi:oin'iny'· , 

or_lcigic, but from Hegel ~.a climactic, fin!'l clt~pter 

~~~~~~~[~~~~ .~sol~te Idea." Here is the first sentence· from Hegel:_,:; 

. •iFrom this course the method has ~rge~ . as the. : : 
. . . 

as the absolute, both subjective and 

~~~~~~~~-. · consequently as. the pure correspondence · of the Notion 

a concrete ~iciatence that ia the Notion itaelf.·"(P. 826, 

detailing what Hesel·waa developing of the 

·textulll dialectic a imply fails to materialize. 

·. :1.::,. _-- . . ', _.· . . . ' ,_ .· ' - ·' ' 
Hegal'a Intrciduc~ion. _in the Science . of Losic where 

·;· __ :c: .. ,:-.:. . .. . . - , 

'··· 

~~e conilciouineuof ~he fo~ of th~' inner lelf·"~#~~'~}){(~;~~~ 

I 
<I 
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For what MacGregor calls the "second aspect of dialectic method," naming it .. 
1~tbod proper," be again does not follow Hegel on the dialectic in the Doctrine 

of the Notion, but this time turns to the Introduction of the Encyclopedia, 

footnoting a reference to paragraph 12, but not quoting it. That paragraph. 

12 begins _with a clear specification of its subject matter: ''The first beginnings 

of philosophy :~:elate from these cravings of thought. It takes its departure 

from Experien.ce,,, 11 This is nowhere near what the dialectic is in the Absolute 

· Idea. 

MacGregor considers "exposition" to be the "third moment of the dialectic". 

Mvot:es. 't:he last section of his final chapter (which he entitles "Dialectical 

to this. The one time he returns to quote. 

~~:~~~~J~~o~}-~ as he , develoP,s_ it in th~ Absolute Idea as "the ~~~~~~_.;:_;j;~;.8);~ 
. ·-·-i----,-·~:·,··'-'"' ,. . .. ·: · .. 

~~]'~/!~~~·· 11 he not oJily: disregards. Hegel's warning :aga~ilsi: · · 

254) 

~~j~~~~i~~~~~~~~~O~~~·i···:r:zr~:::~:iV1e tO establish unambiguously -- i,e, o COD~retely --
~~ · away of the state 11 b_eing a mere abstraction, it was t~e:· 

'~~(~~-i~~t.f~~i·Ct~-~::!,arl's Cciiamune that sh~_ed Marx the workers had created a 110n-. / 

Just as MacGregor makes no reference to M£xis ·· 
' ' ... 

': 
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from it. As we showed, MacGregor no sooner touches the Hegelian dialectic at 

.ita highest point in the Absolute Idea than he :runs away from Absolute Method. 

No-wonder MacGregor could not grasp Marx's lifelong adherence to the Hegelian 

dialectic, its Absol~te Method, since, at the same time, Marx transformed the 

revolution Hegel wrought in philosophy into a philosophy of revolution. 

____ , 

·;.,,· 

,.... . ...• :-

Raya Dunayevskaya 
{302 South Boulevard 
Evanston, IL 60202) 
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Hegel's dialectic. His concept of Hegel's dialectic method specifics: 'There arc 
tluec aspccu or moments of dialectic mcrhod" (p. 241). He calls rhc fim mo
ment "rreognition, "bur what he quorcs from Hegel is nor from any first stage 
of conscioU!ncss or logic, bur from Hegel's climactic, final chapter of the 
Scitn&e of Logic, 'The Absolute Idea." Here is the ftrSt sentence from Hegel . 
which MacGregor abbreviated: "From this course the method has emerged as 
the stlfltnOwing Notion/hill htu ilst/f. as the absolute, both subjective and ob
jective, for ill 111/Jjtcl 111111/er, consequently as the pure correspondence of the 
Notion and irs rcalicy, as a concrete existence that is the Notion itself' (from A. 
v, Miller's cranslation [New York: Humanities, 1969], p; 826). Insofar as rrac
ing and detailing what Hegel was developing of the dialectic in the absolute, 
the t6ctual dialectic simply fails to materialize. Instead, MacGregor turns to 
Hegel's introduction to the Science of Logi& where Hegel says: "the method is 
the conscioU!ncss of the form of the inner self-movement of the content of 
logic" (Miller, p. B). MacGregor however left out the cwo words, "of logic," 

· so that you don't see that what is contrasting what dialectic 
inethod is the and in the 

· • ~~~~~..t~~~~(~h~;~ calls the ."! again docs not 
but this time 
a rmrcnce to 
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Reply 

Now that I have caught my. br<ath after the m~nster "run away from the 
absolute idea," and feeling properly chiiStened for resorting to 132 footnotes in 
a single chapter (liS the Emperor said to Amadeus: ''Too many notes, my dear 
Mozart"), I want to point out some erw: .!n Raya Dunayevskaya's review. 
MIIIX's Critiq111 of Htgtl~ "Philosophy of Righi'' i• mentioned first on page 7, 
and .is cited throughout Tht Commii!IUI ltl•al. Refuting Marx's criticism of 
Hegel i• a <emral aim of the hook, Dunayevskaya apparently does not agree 
that the of Hegel's dialoctic contains the three momenrs, recogni- · 

nnd ' She does not state why she disagrees, 
drawn this imerpretation from more 

UnhaJ>pily, she chooses to keep from her readers 
method, in preference to an ad 

~~t:;~~:!~~.~.~~:~;~~!ai credibility of my argument. 
of 7 /d•a/ is to reveal the historical and 

~~~~~J~:~~~c~'"~-~::~~ufHegel's Scitllct of Logic, and to display the deep in-
tc · "the logic of pure thought" and the substantive 

state in the Philosophy of Righi and elsewhere. The 
which all cows are black, but irutead a 

· of the relatioruhip the seff. 
11SOdal statC:," Far from in 
theory of private 
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Hegelian elemenu that influenced Mane at every stage of his lift, but espocially 
when he wrote his masterpioce, C4piltll. To give only one example, the young 
Ma.tlc found very amwing Hegel's description of the buroaucrat as honest, 
upright, and polite; most commentaton assume he kept his jeering attitude, · 
but Capi/41 !foes not bear this out. The true heroes of his analysis of capitalist 
production, along with class conscious workers, are the British bureaucrats who, 
like the famow factory inspector Leonard Hotnrr, stripped bare the ugly 
dimensions of the profit system and fought to install a rr~ularory state that 
would funher the. interests, .not of capital, but of the wotkmg dw. · 

.. Most authors are spared double publication of a rie,arive revlrw, but in 
the ase ofRaya Dunayevskaya's critique of Tht CommiiNUIItlelll ;, Htgt~ 1111tl 
Milr.O-(fint published in News anti l.etlm in Decrmber 1985) I have hot bern so 
lucky. Nevenheless, I am fortunatr that such a wrll·known scholar found thr 
·book provocative enough to examine, howrver cursorily, Ptrhaps it is no sur· 
prise that D~nayevskaya rejected or ignored its arguments. But I am grateful to 
her for bringing my book to public notice. Uke many others I have been sad· 
dened by her untimely death. · ' , 

David MacGreaor 
Kina's CoUese, London, Ontario 

. ,,:_ 
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